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A range of electronic corpora has become increasingly accessible via the WWW and CD-ROM. This development coincided with improvements in the standards governing the collecting, encoding and archiving of such data. Less attention, however, has been paid to making other types of digital data available. This is especially true of that which one might describe as 'unconventional', namely, the fragmentary texts and voices left to us as accidents of history. This book is a first step toward developing similar standards for enriching and preserving these neglected resources.

Only two or three decades ago, those of us who had the patience and the wherewithal to construct a computerized corpus of recorded speech, however clunky, were the envy of our colleagues. In those days, linguists interested in quantitative analysis simply slogged through their audio-tapes, extracting unfathomable quantities of data by hand. Cedergren, to name but one notable example, analyzed 53,038(!) tokens of phonological variables, culled individually from her tapes, in her 1973 analysis of Panamanian Spanish.
 
 The gold standard for transcribed corpora at the time was the concordance, possessed by a fortunate few, and coveted by all who were doomed to manual extraction. Of course the vintage concordance was largely limited to lexically-based retrieval, but at least it was searchable. The papers that Joan Beal, Karen Corrigan and Hermann Moisl have assembled in these companion volumes are eloquent testimony to how far the field of corpus linguistics – now rife with electronic corpora – has come in so short a time.
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Wireless Game Development in Java with MIDP 2.0Wordware Publishing, 2004
Designed for programmers who want to capitalize on the growing mobile game market, this guide illustrates the programming and development of games for wireless phones using J2ME and MIDP 2.0.

By the time this book is on store shelves, wireless gaming will be in full swing. What started as a few primitive blocks chasing...
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Sams Teach Yourself Windows XP Computer Basics All in OneSams Publishing, 2003
Have you ever wished you had just one book, a truly complete  reference that tells you what you need to know about your new or upgraded  computer? Have you wanted one that's written in plain talk, one that tells you  what you need to know to get started, and one that takes you to the next level  without being too techie? Have you...
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TI-83 Plus Graphing Calculator for DummiesFor Dummies, 2003
Use this cool tool to perform dozens of tasks!
Do simple and complex calculations, analyze loans, even send files to your PC     

Nothing can crunch numbers like your TI-83 Plus, and this handy guide makes the crunching easy! In no time you’ll be punching those buttons to convert decimals to fractions, find factorials, compare...
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Transmission Electron Microscopy and Diffractometry of MaterialsSpringer, 2009


	Experimental methods for diffraction and microscopy are pushing the front

	edge of nanoscience and materials science, and important new developments

	are covered in this third edition. For transmission electron microscopy, a remarkable

	recent development has been a practical corrector for the spherical

	aberration of the objective...
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Internet Architecture and InnovationMIT Press, 2010

	The Internet's remarkable growth has been fueled by innovation. New applications continually enable new ways of using the Internet, and new physical networking technologies increase the range of networks over which the Internet can run. Questions about the relationship between innovation and the Internet's architecture have shaped the...
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Assessing Language through Computer Technology (Cambridge Language Assessment)Cambridge University Press, 2006

	In 1998 and 1999, three of the largest providers of educational tests introduced computer-based versions of proficiency tests for English as a foreign language. Around the same time, many institutions began to offer Web-based tests for particular language courses and classes. These two phenomena have greatly added to the momentum of work in...
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